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JMU raises over $338,000 in donations
Dukes chip in for first JMU Giving Day to help university surpass goals

KELSEY HARDING / THE BREEZE

By JULIA SMITH
The Breeze

JMU’s very first Giving Day commenced Tuesday. Anyone connected to JMU, including parents, students, staff and alumni, were
encouraged to donate within a 24-hour period. At the stroke of
midnight Wednesday, the Giving Day website displayed $338,964
raised and 2,840 “gifts,” or donations.
Prior to Giving Day, the university’s goal was set at 568 gifts
because the number spells “JMU” on a keypad. By 10 a.m., the

The new guy
in town

goal had been reached and was then raised to 1,787 gifts: the same
year that James Madison traveled to Philadelphia to help draft the
Constitution. At 4:46 p.m., the goal was once again reached and
the final revision was made to 2,016 gifts.
When making a donation, the donor was given the option of
where their gift would go. Fourteen different funds were set up.
There was one for each of the seven colleges, the honors program
and graduate school. Also, five other funds took priority: Faculty
Success, Madison Vision, athletics, Madison Forever Scholarship
and Madison Endowment.

According to Gretchen Armentrout, the associate director of
the Office of Annual Giving, Direct Response Efforts, Giving Day
came to JMU because other colleges were having success with
the same kind of event. No one had guessed how successful it
would be here.
“We were trying to find a way to get the word out about why it’s
important to give back, why JMU needs private funding to support the university and then really just giving fun,” Armentrout
see GIVING, page 3

Not your typical politicians
SGA will host mock presidential debate on Wednesday

CAA welcomes new commissioner
By BENNETT CONLIN
The Breeze

Replacing an iconic sports figure can strike fear into some,
but in the case of new Colonial Athletic Association commissioner Joe D’Antonio, there isn’t any concern in replacing the
renowned Tom Yeager.
“You know, I don’t really feel any pressure at all,” D’Antonio
said. “It’s a credit to him as to where this conference is right now
and I’m looking forward as we move on in helping to write the
next chapters, really, of the history of the CAA knowing that I have
a great base to build on and that we’re going to be in an upward
motion here going forward.”
Yeager, the only commissioner in CAA history, held the role for
31 years and holds the respect and admiration of those across the
entire conference. He announced last June that he will be retire
this year, officially on June 30, 2016.
“He brought instant credibility as a commissioner, and better
than that, you have to love Tom and his personality and the aura
around him,” JMU Director of Athletics Jeff Bourne said. “He’s
just a guy that cares about other people … He’s one of the truly
see CAA, page 11
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By ELIZABETH CALLAHAN
contributing writer

The Student Government Association is stepping in to bring
the 2016 presidential election closer to JMU students, while entertaining and informing them. On Wednesday, the SGA will hold
a mock presidential candidate debate from 8 to 9:30 p.m. in the
Madison Union.
The event will involve JMU students impersonating five of the
candidates in a debate.
“The mock presidential debate is an opportunity for students
to learn more about the candidates and how the primary campaigns have been going up to this point,” Matthew Mueller, a

junior political science and international affairs double major
and an SGA legislative action committee chair and student body
president-elect, said.
Students will impersonate Republican candidates Ted Cruz,
John Kasich and Donald Trump, and Democratic candidates
Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders. While the event is intended
to be humorous, student candidates aren’t chosen just for their
ability to impersonate.
“We look for people that can accurately portray the candidates,
but also understand the policy,” Mueller said. “This allows it to be
both entertaining and informative. The general point is to raise
see DEBATE, page 4

Going dancing once again
Women’s basketball secures No. 11 seed in NCAA tournament, prepares before No. 6 DePaul University
By ROBERT WILLIAMS
The Breeze

On Monday evening, JMU women’s basketball was
selected as the No. 11 seed in the Dallas Region of the
2016 NCAA Tournament. The Dukes are slated to face
No. 6 seed DePaul University Friday at noon at the KFC
YUM! Arena in Louisville, Kentucky.
“Louisville is not that far,” JMU head coach Kenny
Brooks said Monday. “If you make that trip with us, we’ll
make it worth your while.”
After JMU (27-5) defeated Drexel University in the
Colonial Athletic Association championship game, the
Dukes clinched their third straight berth into the NCAA
Tournament, and their 12th appearance overall. JMU
also travels to Louisville on a 20-game win streak, having not lost since Jan 3.
“It’s feeling really good [and] I’m really confident,” redshirt senior guard Jazmon Gwathmey said Monday. “I’ve
gained a lot of experience.”
On the other hand, DePaul is headed to the tournament

for the 14th straight season. The Blue Demons won the
Big East regular season title, but fell to St. John’s University in the Big East tournament semifinals.
The Blue Demons boast a record of 25-8 overall and
16-2 in the competitive Big East. DePaul is No. 29 in
NCAA women’s basketball RPI, and JMU is No. 31. The
Dukes are the lone member of the CAA in the Big Dance
while the Blue Demons are one of the three teams from
the Big East.
According to Brooks, there are no new feelings about
this time of year; nevertheless, he’s thankful that he and
his team have gotten such an opportunity.
“I’m feeling the same as I did the first time,” Brooks
said. “It’s so much excitement, jubilation and very
rewarding for these kids to go out like [champions].”
The team has fought many obstacles and injuries to
get here. Facing new teams in the NCAA Tournament
presents a new challenge.
“Now that we have opponents, we have to prepare
see WBB, page 11
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Redshirt senior guard Jazmon Gwathmey (right) is the CAA Player of the Year.
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Corrections
•

Editor Maribel Perez

The caption for the photo with the March 3 Best of the ’Burg story “An icon, explained”
incorrectly stated that Moody Hall was transformed into an infirmary during the
Spanish flu. It was Jackson Hall.

Email breezecopy@gmail.com
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Event Calendar
Saturday, March 19
•

•

•

Easter Egg Hunt @ Edith J.
Carrier Arboretum, children
ages 6 and under, $3
admission per child, register
online, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
JMU baseball game vs. St.
Bonaventure @ Veterans
Memorial Park,
noon-3 p.m.
DMA Lecture Recital: Mark
Taylor, conducting @ Forbes
Center, Concert Hall, free,
2-3 p.m.

•

•

JMU baseball game vs.
St. Bonaventure @
Veterans Memorial
Park, noon
DMA Recital: Michael
Sullivan, trumpet @
Forbes Center, Recital
Hall, free, 1-2 p.m.
MeeAe Nam, soprano,
Gabriel Dobner, piano @
Forbes Center, Recital
Hall, regular $12, students
$8, 8p.m.

Friday, March 18

•

Ask a Nurse @ Carrier
Library, 2-4 p.m.

•

•

St. Patrick’s Day Highland
Strains @ Ernst Terrace,
Edith J. Carrier Arboretum,
5-5:45 p.m.

Wonderwater Workshop @
Frances Plecker Education
Center, Edith J. Carrier
Arboretum, noon-1 p.m.

•

St. Patrick’s Day Weekend
Warmup with DJ Barkley
@ Ruby’s, 21 +, 9:30 p.m.

Internship 101 @ Student
Success Center, room 3270,
1-2 p.m.

•

JMU baseball game vs. St.
Bonaventure @ Veterans
Memorial Park, 3 p.m.

•

Monday, March 21

Sunday, March 20
•
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•

Advance registration for
Summer 2016 begins

•

WRTC Day @ Harrison Hall,
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

•

Refugee Crisis on Lesbos,
Greece: A First-Hand
Account @ Harrison Hall,
room 2105, 5-6 p.m.

Ask a Nurse @ Rose Library, 2-4
p.m.

•

•

•

Lecture: “The Russian Silver
Age” @ Madison Union, room
305, 4-5 p.m.

African Drumming Class
@ 17 E Johnson St,
1-3 p.m.

•

DMA Recital: Daniel Atwood,
horn @ Forbes Center,
Recital Hall, free, 5-6 p.m.

•

JMU Jazz Chamber Ensembles
@ The Artful Dodger, 7-9 p.m.

Speaker Scott Minos:
Clean Energy, Funding
Priorities and Research
Support @ ISAT, room
259, 4 p.m.

•

Team Trivia @ Clementine,
teams of six or less, 9 p.m.

•

Philosophy and Film
club screening: “Effi
Briest” @ Jackson Hall,
room 1B, 6-9 p.m.

•

Tuesday, March 22

Wednesday, March 23

CARTOON: HAVING A SENIOR MOMENT

KELSEY HARDING / THE BREEZE

Across
1 Family nickname
5 Religion with Five Pillars
10 NCO rank
14 Word with man or horse
15 Black Panthers co-founder
16 Gillette product
17 Stub __
18 Strains
19 Go fast
20 Concerning
22 Postgame postmortem
24 Baby seal
25 Oahu resident, for example
27 Wake
29 AAA suggestion
30 Source of a nutritious oil
31 Sorted homogeneously
33 Rearward
35 Dirty money
36 Patrick Creadon documentary
about SpongeBob ... and what’s
found in this puzzle’s circles
39 “¿Cómo está __?”
40 Emergency room concern
43 Supposed
46 What -ess may denote: Abbr.
47 Spoiled
48 Licorice-flavored seed
49 Animals that fight by necking

By Jerry Edelstein

3/17/16

Editorial Staff
Serving James Madison University Since 1922

1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
PHONE: 540-568-6127
FAX: 540-568-7889

MISSION
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper
of James Madison University, serves
student, faculty and staff readership by
reporting news involving the campus
and local community. The Breeze strives
to be impartial and fair in its reporting
and firmly believes in First Amendment
rights.
Published on Thursday mornings,
The Breeze is distributed throughout
James Madison University and the local
Harrisonburg community. Single copies
of The Breeze are distributed free of
charge. Additional copies are available
for 50 cents by contacting our business
office. Comments and complaints should
be addressed to Wayne Epps Jr., editor.

51 V x CCXXI
52 Bemused states
55 Mineo and Maglie
56 It may be caught in the flue
58 2014 Olympics city
60 Carry
62 Uffizi hangings
63 Where to find a full house
64 Past its prime
65 Rural agreement
66 Long-legged wader
67 Yank who missed the 2014
season
Down
1 Hamm with a kick
2 Recording pros
3 Saturn ring components
4 End of __
5 Real end
6 Scorched
7 More lenient
8 Knighted Guinness
9 Plateau cousin
10 1960 Pirate World Series hero,
familiarly
11 Clog
12 Complain
13 Packed tightly
21 Covered with a hard coating

Find the answers online at: breezejmu.org/sites/crossword_answers
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23 Projected financial statements
25 Author Levin
26 Give
28 Word in a home run call
31 Watchdog warning
32 Mob member
34 Top-of-the-line Hyundai whose
name means “horse” in Latin
35 H.S. equivalency test
37 Arizona Cardinal mascot Big __
38 It’s under the hardwood
41 Baton user
42 They can be classified
43 “Kitchen Nightmares” host
Gordon
44 “Play it again, Sam!”
45 Dance turns
46 Toy company co-founder
Herman
49 Insurance spokeslizard
50 Islamic ruling
53 Lethal snakes
54 Type of baggy ‘40s suit
57 President pro __
59 Annoy
61 Apt answer for this puzzle
location

HUNTER WHITE

CAROLINE DAVIS

Download our
mobile app at
breezejmu.org.

BETHANY ADAMS
KAYLAN WOODS
IZZY CIANO

“To the press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world
is indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over
error and oppression.”
— james madison, 1800

/TheBreezeJMU

@TheBreezeJMU
@BreezeNewsJMU
@TheBreezeSports
@BreezeLifeJMU

@breezejmu

youtube.com/breezevideo
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House of hope

In Brief
U.S.

Obama nominates
Supreme Court justice

Harrisonburg’s Mercy House organization provides furniture to those in need

President Barack Obama
nominated Merrick Garland, 63, an
appeals court judge, for the Supreme
Court on Wednesday. Garland is a
“respected moderate and former
prosecutor,” according to the
Associated Press.
Republican leaders have said they
will block all of Obama’s nominees,
saying the next president should be
the one to appoint a judge. However,
five Republican senators and Senate
Judiciary Committee Chairman
Charles Grassley have said they
would be open to meeting with
Garland.
According to The Washington Post,
“14 U.S. presidents have appointed 21
justices during presidential election
years,” one-third of all presidents in
U.S. history.
World

University of Virginia
student sentenced to
15 years hard labor
in North Korea
University of Virginia junior
Otto Warmbier, 21, was sentenced
to 15 years hard labor Wednesday.
Warmbier was initially detained on
Jan. 2, while attempting to board
a plane out of North Korea, for
allegedly stealing a North Korean
propaganda poster and hiding it in
his suitcase.
During a press conference,
Warmbier confessed to the crime,
claiming to have acted on behalf of a
secret society, an Ohio church and the
CIA. While there’s no way to currently
know whether he was coerced into
these statements, The New York Times
reports that many detainees recovered
by the U.S. from similar situations
have said they were forced to confess.
Numerous American and world
leaders have condemned the
sentence, including President Barack
Obama and the Human Rights Watch,
according to The New York Times.
The State Department does not
recommend travel to North Korea.

photos by Abbey Blouch / The breeze

Mercy House is a nonprofit organization that helps homeless families in Virginia. Founded in 1988, the organization has a shelter on North High
Street with 15 apartments, as well as a thrift store, boutique and building supply store. It provides vouchers to its thrift store to those in its care.

By Jessica Newman
The Breeze

With summer vacation right around the
corner, many students will be packing up
their lives and moving back home. For those
extra things that won’t see another school
year, Mercy House, a nonprofit organization
located in Harrisonburg, welcomes all who
want to donate.
According to its website, Mercy House
was founded in 1988 and its mission is to
provide materials and services to homeless
families living in Virginia. It has a shelter on
North High Street that has 15 apartments
and works to prevent homelessness for those
living at or below the poverty line as well.
Along with an office building and the
shelter, Mercy House operates three stores
in Harrisonburg: a thrift store, a boutique

and a building supply store. The thrift store
sells anything from clothing to canned food,
and the boutique sells upscale clothing,
homeware and art. The building supply store
sells used and new building supplies such
as lumber, electrical supplies, plumbing,
lighting and more.
“We get thousands of items per month,”
Michael DelBiondo, the thrift store
manager, said. “Ten thousand, maybe
more. It depends, because some items are
really large and some are small. We can get
hundreds of bags of clothing, boxes and
boxes of houseware, even dishes and glasses.
We pick up on average four to six truckloads
per day.”
Not only does the thrift store’s revenue
fund shelter operations, it also provides
clothing, toiletries, blankets, dishes and
more to members of Mercy House. In fact,

Giving | Student tuition ‘barely covers
essentials,’ according to Madison Connection rep
from front

said. “That’s why we chose
to have a giving day: to make
it fun, let everyone see what
t h e c o l l e c t i ve i mp a c t o f
participating on this one day
can be.”
Various areas of JMU got
involved in promoting the
event by encouraging their
alumni to donate. The athletics
fund topped the leaderboard
displayed on the Giving Day
website with 795 total gifts
totaling $120,380, while Lambda
Chi Alpha took first place in the
Greek Challenge with 106 total
gifts.
“It’s been a huge success,” Bill
Wyatt, JMU’s senior director of
communications and university
spokesman, said. “The response
we’ve had on campus and
among our alumni has really
been overwhelming. JMU is a
special place and people want
to give back and sort of pay
forward for the future Dukes to
come.”
Giving Day is about getting
students, parents, faculty
and alumni engaged in JMU.
According to Bradley Polen,
public relations manager for
Madison Connection, between
90 and 92 percent of people
who went to JMU were “very
satisfied” with their experience,
but only about 7 percent of the
alumni give back.
“The thing people don’t
realize is that JMU’s tuition
barely covers the essentials,
like the basic operating costs for
the university, while donations
cover everything else,” Polen
said. “That includes scholarships,
student affairs and even some of
the faculty funding to pay for
the professors. Donating small
amounts is super important.”
On Giving Day, a wide variety
of events took place. On campus,

anyone in Mercy House’s care gets a free
voucher that allows them to come and take
items as they please, as long as they’re under
the care of Mercy House.
“The thrift store is a huge source of
revenue for our shelter,” Katie Solan, the
housing manager at Mercy House, said. “A
lot of times, the clients that I deal with, once I
help them move in, don’t have a bed or even
basic necessities.”
Mercy House appeals to all different types
of shoppers. According to DelBiondo, the
citizens of Harrisonburg regularly shop there
because of the low-priced clothing. In fact,
all clothing at the main thrift store on Route
42 costs less than $1.
“We have very large clientele here in
Harrisonburg,” DelBiondo said. “It’s a big
see donate, page 4

Alliance
tackles
sex ed

Club provides HIV/AIDS
education and testing for students
By Grace Thompson and
Alyssa Miller
The Breeze

Kelsey Harding / THe Breeze

students and visitors could get
their photo taken, snag a T-shirt
and even have a conversation
with “James Madison” himself.
According to Armentrout,
alumni chapters were asked to
host an event in their area. The
response was high enough that
they decided to follow through.
These events took place at
restaurants where parents and
alumni could grab a meal with

fellow Dukes in cities such as
Nashville, Raleigh, Pittsburgh
and Houston.
“The biggest thing is, Giving
Day is about everyone: the whole
JMU family, not just faculty, staff
and students on campus, but
really our alumni, who are a huge
part of our success,” Armentrout
said. “We really wanted them to
feel the excitement we are having
here on campus in their areas.”

Giving Day went better than
expected and hopes are high for
next year.
“It will definitely happen
again,” Polen said. “The first
time you do anything, you have
got to work out the kinks so it
will probably be even better next
year.”
Contact Julia Smith at
smit28jm@dukes.jmu.edu.

For almost six years, the Madison HIV/AIDS
Alliance club has been working toward its mission
of educating other students about HIV/AIDS and
practicing safe sex.
Dansen Mayhay, a junior health sciences major,
is the vice president of MHAA. Mayhay said lack of
education is a big issue when it comes to contracting
HIV/AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases.
“When I was living in the dorms I taught some of
my hallmates how to use a condom,” Mayhay said.
“I was really shocked that this was something they
didn’t know how, so at Student Org Night when the
members of HIV/AIDS were passing out condoms, I
thought about how I was just doing that in my dorm
and decided to join.”
The club is small in number, with 10 students.
According to Mayhay, MHAA works on teaching JMU
students how to prevent contracting the virus.
“We spread awareness on campus about HIV, what
it is and try to de-stigmatize it,” Mayhay said. “We also
hold free testing events every semester for HIV.”
Ashley Irvin, the president of MHAA and a senior
health sciences major, joined the club during 1787
August Orientation her freshman year and has been
a member ever since.
“HIV is just something that has always interested
me because it’s so preventable, but once you have it
there’s really not a lot that can really be done,” Irvin
said.
Like Mayhay, Irvin has also met people in college
who didn’t know much about their sexual health or
how to maintain it.
see alliance, page 4
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Alliance | Students help fellow peers avoid the dangers of HIV/AIDS
from page 3

“I was fortunate enough to come from a high school with a pretty
good sexual education program,” Irvin said. “But, meeting other
people from other schools in college, you realize that not everyone
has had that opportunity.”
Jeremy Monsanto, the secretary of MHAA and a senior psychology
major, joined the club at the advice of a friend, but stayed to learn
more.
“I think that it’s important understanding how these diseases
work,” Monsanto said. “But sex definitely isn’t the only way to
transmit HIV/AIDS, although it is up there.”
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
HIV/AIDS is contracted through blood-to-blood contact, or from
contact with certain bodily fluids such as semen, vaginal fluid and
rectal fluid. The disease cannot be spread through saliva.
Monsanto added that it’s also not uncommon for a mother to
pass HIV/AIDS to her child, and that people can have HIV/AIDS
for years without showing any signs or symptoms.
MHAA will offer free HIV and Hepatitis C testing on Thursday
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in Taylor Hall, room 405. The testing, which
is sponsored by the Valley AIDS Network, is done by either taking a
blood sample or a swab. Results take about 15 minutes.
“There’s a stigma that, ‘I don’t need to get tested,’ but maybe you
do,” Mayhay said. “It’s kind of scary, so hopefully, if they’re able
to come to this event, they’ll be motivated to spread the word.”
Contact Grace Thompson and Alyssa
Miller at breezenews@gmail.com.

James Allen / The breeze

Ashley Irvin (left), a senior health sciences major, and Dansen Mayhay, a junior health sciences major, are president and vice president of the
Madison HIV/AIDS Alliance club respectively. Both joined to promote knowledge and safety regarding sex and the stigma surrounding HIV/AIDS.

donate | Families often have trouble getting furniture such as beds

Eric Ruane / Contributing photographer

The Mercy House thrift store not only brings in revenue for its entire organization, but also provides goods and furniture for free to those who live in the Mercy House shelter on North High Street. Mercy House
encourages students moving out of dorms and apartments to donate furniture or anything else they might not want. The organization will also arrange to pick up furniture from anyone who wants to donate to it.
from page 3

thrift store community so we have thousands
of shoppers who come in on a monthly basis.
Probably 1,000 or more come into our store
weekly.”
The success of the thrift store is essential to
Mercy House’s mission because it provides the
revenue needed to run the multiple programs

offered such as a prevention program, a housing
program and the shelter located on North High
Street.
While getting ready to move out of a dorm
or apartment upon the end of the school year,
students are often left with extra towels, bed
sheets and more Mercy House will take any
excess materials.
Solan said that all donations are greatly

appreciated, but furniture is the most important
thing Mercy House can provide for its clients.
“We will gladly take anything and anything
will be so helpful,” Solan said. “But what we
really run into quite a bit is, especially when
our families move out, when we give them the
voucher we almost always have to tell them, ‘I
don’t know how quickly you’ll get a bed.’”
Trent Pace, a junior communication studies

major, believes it’s important to give back to the
community.
“As a student I know we can get caught up
in our hectic schedule of different activities
that we do around campus, but there is always
time to help someone in need,” Pace said.
Contact Jessica Newman at
newmanjt@dukes.jmu.edu.

debate | Three candidate impersonators have been announced so far
from front

awareness of the presidential primary and help people make
informed opinions about the candidates.”
The SGA also stressed that impersonators aren’t required to
be the gender of the candidate they portray. Auditions were held
on Monday, and three have been announced. So far, Terrence
Fagan, a junior international affairs major, will be Kasich; Nathan
Selove, a junior communication studies major, will be Sanders;
and Jon Matthews, a senior history and political science double
major, will be Trump.
Fagan chose to portray Republican candidate John Kasich
because he favored his views on policies.
“I chose Kasich because I like his approach to his conservatism,”
Fagan said in an email. “He’s not divisive and actually wants the
opposition’s input. His campaign reminds me a bit of George
H.W. Bush’s campaign, which I volunteered for when I was in

high school.”
The SGA is still finalizing the students who will portray Clinton
and Cruz, according to Alexandra “Zan” Guendert, a junior
political science and public policy and administration double
major and an SGA legislative action committee chair.
“I hope to find a Cruz and Hillary soon,” Guendert said in an
email.
In the meantime, the “candidates” who have already been
selected are preparing for the debate. Impersonations can take
a while for them to master, but working on certain details can
make a huge difference.
“I don’t have time to learn how to mimic his voice, but I have
been learning some of his body language,” Fagan said. “For
instance, he does this flat chopping motion with both of his
hands when he is speaking.”
But while mannerisms and trying to look like the candidate
can be important, Fagan has decided to focus more on reflecting

Kasich’s positions on issues. To ensure that representations are
accurate, Fagan is considering contacting Kasich’s campaign.
“I might even make a few phone calls to the governor’s
campaign headquarters if I have any questions,” Fagan said. “I’ll
do whatever I can to give the best representation of the governor.
I’ll also be doing some opposition research so I can anticipate
what my opponents are going to say.”
Some JMU students are looking forward to the event for its
potential to poke fun at the American political system and the
personalities involved.
“It sounds like it’ll be pretty funny and maybe satirical,” Emil
Suarez, a senior computer information systems major, said. “I’m
looking forward to seeing a Donald Trump impression. It’s going
to be interesting to see all of the candidates interacting on stage.”
Contact Elizabeth Callahan at
callahea@dukes.jmu.edu.

INDIAN AMERICAN CAFE
(540) 433 - 1177
Specializing in
Non- Vegetarian/ Vegetarian
Indian Cuisine

91 N. Main St., Harrisonburg, VA
Serving the area since 1993

breezejmu.org
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Call now about our awesome specials!
NOW SHOWING
MARVEL

AT THIS...

Coming to Foxhills Townhomes for 2016-17 Leases
1. Water Included
2. Electric with cap included
3. Gym membership included
4. Basic internet included
5. Basic cable included

1627 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
504-432-5525 — 540-432-5592
sfurr@umicommunities.com — www.umicommunities.com
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matt d’angelo | speaks for itself

An open letter to open letter writers
Dear Open Letter Writers,
Stop it. Please, in the interest of all things
controversial, opinionated, important and
deserving of attention, stop writing open
letters.
I know that it should be celebrated
that all of you are opening up about your
battles with anorexia, depression, ADHD
and the like, but it’s occurring in a way
that adds bad dialogue to already opaque
discussions. The structure of your open letters is comparative to
your Facebook rants: they’re long and winding and ultimately
just seem to highlight the individual beliefs of a singular person.
They don’t illuminate any kind of new meaning.
The overall goal of your letters isn’t to propose new points
of view, highlight research or relate an experience to a bigger
issue. Instead, it seems you’re trying to “sum up” a major point
of view on an issue so that people everywhere can nod their
heads and share your letter with their friends.
Normally, when a person is passionate about an issue or
idea, they’ll research and write a piece that relates specific
experience with grand, big ideas that other people care about.
Interviews are conducted, books are read, a conclusion is
reached and the readers are blessed with the opportunity to not
only hear about your personal experience, but also learn about
the why the big picture issue is important. Your open letter is a
microscope on only your experiences and, ultimately, it ignores
any kind of relation to society (the thing that makes a reader
care).
The worst part is that some of these open letters aren’t even
about interesting topics in national or local news.
The first open letter I read was one written to a former middle
school best friend. It pained me to read it, and afterward I
couldn’t help but think that the ideas you discussed would be

better served in your journal and not on your list of published
material. There are thousands of open letters drifting through
social media right now addressed to your backstabbing best
friends, lovers who you can no longer love, and even your
siblings.
It pains me that these letters exist, but I find it even more
bothersome that some of your letters are about topics that are
so personal that they should never be permitted to see the light
of day. No, I’m not talking about being “personal” in the sense
that it’s uncomfortable to read about the inner workings of your
life. I’m referring to the kind of personal that is, quite literally,
information specific to you: information that regular, everyday
people just don’t (and shouldn’t) care about. We all have lives
to live — no one wants to stop and read what you have to say to
your little brother. Just call him and say it.
This is why these letters bother me to my core. I can get
over the clouding of important dialogue and the choosing of
pointless topics, but I can’t seem to look past the fact that the
existence of your open letters is evidence for the argument that
millennials are selfish individuals who don’t care about how
their actions affect the rest of the world.
I didn’t want to believe older generations when they
badgered me with this concept, but open letters are making
it hard for me to fight back. It’s hard to convince the general
public that millennials aren’t selfish and superficial when there
are open letters written to your dog circulating. I mean, we’re
barely even adults yet, and this is what we’re doing with the
power of the Internet …
So please, stop writing open letters.
Sincerely,
Matt D’Angelo
Matt D’Angelo is a junior media arts and design major.
Contact Matt at danglemv@dukes.jmu.edu.

briana ellison | off topic

Watch your words
Politicians need to be sure that their rhetoric doesn’t alienate parts of their voting base

As the Democratic and
Republican primaries reach their
peaks and the fields continue
to dwindle, the candidates are
pushing their messages with
the hopes of keeping the bases
they’ve established over the
past year while also drawing in
voters who may be undecided
or are leaving other candidates.
As the Democrats try to one-up each other and the
Republicans try to keep Donald Trump from the
nomination, they’ve been making considerable efforts
to make their messages more prominent and concise.
On Tuesday, Florida Senator Marco Rubio dropped
out of the presidential race after losing his home
state of Florida, capping off a horrid showing in the
Republican primaries. Leading up to last year, when
he announced his run for president, he was seen as
his party’s likely nominee. Unfortunately, he’s been
overshadowed by the larger auras of Trump and Ted
Cruz, who’ve been dominating the primaries.
As someone who isn’t a Rubio fan, I was sad to
hear him drop out, especially after he differentiated
between the minority of radical Islam and the majority
of peaceful Islam. Not only was it a true statement, but
Rubio made the observation that other candidates have
refused to make. Many of Rubio’s messages and his
rhetoric were lost in the foray, as he fended off attacks
from his competitors and contributed to the attacks.
And though it may be great debate fodder, the majority
of voters wanted to hear him talk about policy, instead
of playing into the negative mud slinging.
One nominee who’s been doing this is John Kasich.
He’s the more moderate of the four GOP candidates,
and he prefers discussing what he’ll do as nominee
and president to throwing low-brow comments. I like
Kasich, and if I had to choose a Republican to grab the

nomination, he’d be my pick. Of course, in the political
ring, no candidate is perfect.
Immediately after saying he didn’t believe in samesex marriage during the Republican debate on March
3, the Ohio governor went on to say the American
people should be more tolerant. I don’t want to get into
the politics surrounding LGBTQ+ rights (that would
be a whole different article) but I immediately picked
up on the contradiction in these two statements. While
his statements ring true to his beliefs, Kasich may have
also alienated some of his supporters who maybe hold
contradictory views.

It isn’t so much about being politically
correct as it is about making
sure their message is received
in the manner they intended.

On the Democratic side of the presidential election,
we’ve seen a very different story. There are only two
candidates left, and they’re involved in a tense battle
to win the nomination. As they try to one-up one
another with their messages, both Hillary Clinton and
Bernie Sanders have made leaps and stumbles in their
delivery.
Clinton has been defending her record from wellplaced attacks by Sanders. Clinton stumbled the
other day when she gave an inaccurate representation
regarding former first lady Nancy Reagan’s record
when it came to HIV/AIDS advocacy, but apologized
when alerted of her mistake.
Of course, Clinton needs to be a little more honest

about her political record. When spots in her support
(or lack thereof) of certain institutions, laws or the
like were brought up, Clinton avoided the questions
or responded by bringing up spots in Sanders’ record.
These feints may be turning people off from her
political message. Clinton needs to be honest about her
political actions in the past. I believe that what Clinton
is politically doing now is far more important than her
actions in the past.
Finally, we reach Sanders. He’s been pretty
consistent in his political message with a few hiccups
here and there. He made one such hiccup during
the Democratic debate on March 6. Sanders made a
blanket statement that said when you’re white, you
aren’t aware of what it’s like to be poor.
Sanders meant that many white people are unaware
of the struggle that comes from being an economically
oppressed minority, who are at considerable
disadvantages. However, by saying all whites are
unaware of what it means to be poor is inaccurate. It
not only wrongly assumes that all minorities are part
of the lower class, but also that whites only occupy
the upper classes. I was disappointed by Sanders’
statement, as someone who has supported him in the
past, and though I know he didn’t mean it as it was
said, the rhetoric used offended many.
Essentially, as the primaries wind down and
the nominees are chosen, it’s imperative that the
candidates pay special attention to the rhetoric they
use. It isn’t so much about being politically correct as
it is about making sure their message is received in
the manner they intended. If they have any hopes of
winning their party’s nomination, and eventually the
presidency, they need to monitor how their messages
are received by their constituents.
Briana Ellison is a junior media arts and design
major. Contact Briana at ellisobr@dukes.jmu.edu.

A “don’t-treat-your-employees-likehuman-billboards” dart to JMU for forcing
some of the employees to wear special
T-shirts to advertise events.
From an employee who doesn’t have to
wear one but finds the entire concept classist
and gross.

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

A “we-actually-have-work-to-do” dart
to the hospitality majors in the Godwin study
room who are constantly loud, annoying,
gossiping and Snapchatting.
From kinesiology majors who’d like some
peace and quiet and know how to use their
inside voices.

Editorial Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

A “way-to-hook-it-up” pat to Panera for
not skimping on the salad this week.
From someone who feels like she finally got
what she paid for and is actually full after
eating her lunch.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.

A “check-your-priorities” dart to JMU
Giving Day for only funneling money into
certain groups when there are plenty of
others we should be raising money for.
From a disillusioned student who was more
than happy to hold on to my money for more
important causes.
A “thanks-for-all-you-do-for-us” pat to
Kaki.
From the housekeeping crew at Eagle Hall.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

A “do-you-even-go-here” dart to the
person who designed the new JMU Snapchat
geotags with typos in them.
From a grammar nut.
A “thanks-for-the-sweet-treat” pat to
Dairy Queen for the free ice cream cone.
From a DQ lover who was satisfied on a
beautiful day.
A “you-are-my-sunshine” pat to the nice
weather.
From a student who’s glad it’s finally not
freezing.
A “you-can-do-it” pat to all the seniors
trekking through these last few weeks.
From someone who knows it’ll be worth it.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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hayley moore | historical nonfiction

Do it for the ‘gram?
Alternative spring breaks should be about helping others,
not getting cool points on social media
Everyone at JMU who hasn’t been living
under a rock since Mark Zuckerburg launched
Facebook knows that when spring break rolls
around, the Alternative Spring Breakers make
their presence known on social media. The
group pictures, the service photos and the
shots featuring underprivileged kids are posted
religiously during or after the break.
The purpose of an Alternative Spring Break
is to engage students in volunteer service for a
week as a counter to “traditional” spring break
trips. Each of the various groups within the ASB
program works within a different community to
combat specific social issues.
As awesome and impacting as it sounds, is it
really necessary to post about helping the needy
instead of doing the “norm” for spring break and
partying on a warm beach somewhere?
The entire concept of the break being a
“counter” to the traditional makes it an outlet
for students who either are against that kind
of partying or simply don’t want to spend the
money to do so.
There should be no shame for those who are
enjoying their week off on the sands of Cancun
or Miami. A better title for the program would

be “Service” Spring Break. As fun as the times
look for those doing the norm over spring break,
they don’t need to be rivaled by a post about ASB
service.
When performing volunteer service, it needs to
be out of pure kindness from the heart, not from
the intention of letting everyone else know that
you helped the needy. You may need volunteer
service hours, but you should be wanting to
contribute if you decided to spend your spring
break being “alternative” and doing service. From
this assumed genuine intention, it’s safe to say
that posting your good deeds on Facebook or
Instagram could use a little more humility.
Shoutout to everyone who served on JMU’s
2016 ASB teams. I’m more than positive the JMU
spirit and your willingness to help touched the
communities you served. I’m glad there are
programs like this, however, realize that there’s
no need to flaunt your activities on social media.
Keep the photos for the memories, not for your
friends list.
Allyn Letourneau is a sophomore biophysical
chemistry major. Contact Allyn at letourag@
dukes.jmu.edu.

“I don’t want to freak you out, but I think
that I may be the voice of my generation.
Or at least, a voice of a generation,” Hannah
Horvath (played by Lena Dunham) pleads to
her parents after being cut off financially.
Hannah, an aspiring writer living in
Brooklyn, New York, finds herself without a
job and money two years after graduating
from college. Realizing she’s going to have
to fend for herself, she begins to navigate
through her 20s and finding a job “one
mistake at a time,” as the series taglines.
Alongside Hannah are her three friends.
First, there’s Marnie (played by Allison
Williams), Hannah’s Type-A best friend and
roommate who at first seems like she has her
life together; Jessa (played by Jemima Kirke),
Hannah’s British Bohemian friend who has a
knack for being unpredictable and brash; and
Shoshanna (played by Zosia Mamet), Jessa’s
bubbly cousin who’s determined to live her
life as if it were an episode of “Sex and the
City.”
“Girls” is very empowering and the feminist

take on conveying real-life friendships
between four strong, but very different,
women. Throughout the series, the friends
themselves are put in numerous situations
relating to adulthood, mental illness,
relationships, sexuality, body image and 21st
century entitlement in a somewhat comical,
but extremely honest and real way. It rarely
sugar-coats anything and presents material in
a way that anyone can identity with in some
shape or form.
I’ll be honest that this show is definitely
not for everyone. Some of the characters are
extremely unlikable and narcissistic at times
where you may wonder why you’re even
watching it. However, if you’re like me and in
the process of getting ready to go out into the
real world and are starting to navigate through
your 20s, “Girls” is exactly for you. For me, I
started watching it exactly when I needed to
and it’ll make you realize that no matter how
many mistakes and stumbles in life you may
experience, with the help of some friends and
even yourself, you can come out stronger.

Satirical news column

Man who rings Wilson cupola
bell is exhausted

kelsey harding / the breeze

By matt murphy
The Breeze

For years, the sound of bells chiming has been heard
every hour on the hour throughout Harrisonburg and has
become a sound that’s an ingrained part of the landscape.
The bell inside the cupola perched atop Wilson Hall
is an iconic symbol of JMU’s campus. Such a daily ritual
is the product of a hard day’s work for Gary, the man in
charge of ringing the bell every hour. But all those years of
ringing have taken their toll on Gary, who’s slowly become
absolutely exhausted.
Many people don’t even know that a man rings the
bell at all, and somehow believe that it’s, as one passer-by
put it, “automatic or something.” Right, like we have the
technology to ring a giant bell at predetermined intervals

every day. For those of us not living under some farcical
futuristic vision, we can only imagine the hardship that
Gary puts himself through to please our ears.
Where would we be without this hardworking man who
sits in the bell tower waiting anxiously for each hour to
pass?
His right arm, which he playfully refers to as his “ringing
stick,” is a natural construction of lean muscle. Patience is
his greatest resource as he sits in a plastic chair from the
dollar store, waiting for time to draw on.
“What’s worse than the physical toll is the mental toll it
takes,” Gary said. “I feel like a literal slave to time. I often
think about death between the hours. Sometimes I’ll doze
off, but am always shaken back to reality by the bitter
awareness that I have to ring the bell in a minute.”
He can’t read, listen to music or do anything other than

focus on the bell, since the precision required is down
to the millisecond. The concentration is exquisite and a
testament to the true human ability to sit and do absolutely
nothing.
It’s unclear whether Gary will soon be looking for an
apprentice or future replacement since it might prove
challenging to find someone ready to dedicate their life to
the bell.
“You have to make sure they love the bell, and you have
to make sure they won’t jump out of the tower like the last
few apprentices did,” Gary said.
Regardless of who succeeds Gary, we know they’ll have
some big shoes to fill.
Contact Matt Murphy at
murph4ma@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Diverse Dukes
JMU students from far and wide share their experiences based on their identities

From London to Maine to South Main
By NICOLETTE CHUSS
The Breeze

COURTESY OF JUNAID SIDDIQUI

Senior Junaid Siddiqui is an active member of the Muslim
Student Association, an organization within CMSS.

Junaid Siddiqui’s diverse background is something that empowers him, not something that holds him back.
Siddiqui, a senior health services administration major, currently calls Gainesville, Virginia, home, but his family origins
extend far beyond Northern Virginia.
“My parents are both Indian, me and my brother were both
born in London, and my sister was born in the states, so we’re a
very kind of spread-out family,” Siddiqui said. “I’ve got family all
over the world.”
Before moving to Gainesville in seventh grade, Siddiqui grew
up in New York and small-town Maine.
“In Maine, we were one of very few Muslim families in the
area, so that was a really tight-knit community,” Siddiqui said. “So
coming to Harrisonburg wasn’t really that different from what I
experienced up in Maine.”
In Siddiqui’s eyes, living in Gainesville has shaped many of his
mannerisms.
“When I look at myself, I see an Indian-American, but generally
what other people see is just the American side of that,” Siddiqui
said.
He further explained that one of his main issues regarding JMU
is how it preaches about its endless diversity.

“When you get to JMU, you’re told that your diversity isn’t what
comes from the outside,” Siddiqui said. “And for me, that just never
really resonated because I think that it’s not the inside that people
see at first glance, but it’s your skin color.”
Despite what he considers a lack of diversity, Siddiqui has nothing but praise for the people at JMU.
“I’ve met some of the most open-minded people and people
willing to accept diversity while at JMU,” Siddiqui said.
This is evident in his involvement throughout campus with
the Student Ambassadors and the Resident Adviser community.
Siddiqui embraces his Indian-American diversity as a member
of the Muslim Student Association, a small, close-knit group of
about 15 members. He finds other members’ interpretations of
his religion compelling and refreshing, and the group offers him
the opportunity to gain a variety of perspectives.
Although Siddiqui has found his place in college, he hopes JMU
will expand upon its diversity to positively impact other students.
“Diversity shouldn’t just be something that’s pigeon-holed to
one big organization with a bunch of little organizations underneath it,” Siddiqui said. “I think diversity should be something
that permeates through all parts of campus to touch all kinds of
people.”
CONTACT Nicolette Chuss at chussns@dukes.jmu.edu.

Memories of Mozambique
By JILLIAN WRIGHT
The Breeze

Strength can lie in differences, and although every member
of the JMU community is different, some have felt out of place
because of their identities.
Alcinda Brubaker, a senior media arts and design major, was
first drawn to JMU at a younger age while attending athletic
games with her father Wayne Teel, an integrated science and
technology professor.
“I grew up going to basketball games with my dad and I fell in
love with the university and its motto, ‘be the change,’” Brubaker
said.
Born in the country of Mozambique, Africa, Brubaker was
adopted as a child and grew up in Keezletown, Virginia. She
has been open to sharing her experiences with others during
her time at JMU.
“I’ve been able to give a unique perspective to my peers and
professors because of my rural Mennonite upbringing and life
experiences,” Brubaker said.
Yet, since transferring from Eastern Mennonite University as
a sophomore, Brubaker has noticed that the JMU atmosphere

hasn’t always been completely inclusive.
“I could see groups and cliques throughout student
organizations, but I’ve realized that there are going to be
divisions no matter where you are,” Brubaker said.
In particular, Brubaker experienced this sense of exclusion
during “Rush Week” when she chose to join a sorority.
“I felt different when I decided to try Greek Life because I
was one of the few black women to rush a Panhellenic sorority
instead of a historically black sorority,” Brubaker said. “When I
got a bid I was so incredibly happy and others asked how I did
it, and I said, ‘I just was myself.’”
Although she has sometimes felt out of place as an AfricanAmerican female student, Brubaker has persevered to maintain
her sense of identity.
“I believe that JMU is a lot more diverse than the eye can
see,” Brubaker said. “I’ve encountered some situations where
I felt left out due to my race in a predominately Caucasian
university, but I’ve pushed myself to stick through the hard
times because I want to prove that race and gender should not
solely define my identity as a student.”
CONTACT Jillian Wright at wrigh4ja@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Alcinda Brubaker was born in Mozambique, Africa, but was
adopted into a Mennonite family in Harrisonburg as a child.

Making labels his own
By ALISON GIPS
The Breeze

DANIEL STEIN / THE BREEZE

Senior justice studies major Cj Incorminias identifies as a
22-year-old black, well-educated gay man.

The spring semester of his freshman year, Cj Incorminias, a
senior justice studies major, began to see his identity differently.
“Everyone kept telling me, ‘Cj, you’re a black kid. How does
that feel?’” Incorminias said. “Before I came to college I never
felt the need to identify as black. I never felt the need to identify
as anything other than a student trying to learn.”
One morning, Incorminias and a friend were strolling to
Carrier to get coffee when they were interrupted.
“There was a car that passed by and yelled, ‘ni**er lover,’”
Incorminias said. “I kind of stopped and originally was like,
‘They didn’t say that, there’s no way they said that.’”
The two, still in complete awe, continued their Starbucks
excursion. When they approached the bottom of the Village hill
at the light, the same car drove by and more racial slurs ensued.
“My friend went off and I was standing there speechless like,
‘It happened again; whoa,’” Incorminias said. “I was completely
flabbergasted and appalled.”
While Incorminias finds pride in his race, he doesn’t wish to
be defined by it. Race is often misconstrued as the only form of
diversity when, in fact, it takes many different forms.

“I wish people looked more to inward diversity as well as
outward,” Incorminias said. “While there’s gender expression,
there’s also gender, there’s also sex, there’s also sexual orientation
and there’s also mental disabilities.”
As a justice studies major and with his involvement in
Phi Alpha Delta, Contemporary Gospel Singers and the JMU
Feminist Collective, Incorminias has immersed himself in a
number of accepting groups, made up of diverse individuals.
“I try to surround myself with people that have all different
viewpoints as well as different backgrounds,” Incorminias said.
This group has largely impacted Incorminias’ sense of identity.
“I would define myself as a 22-year-old black man, a welleducated gay man, who tries to be positive and has a great
support system, who is very politically active,” Incorminias said.
By the end of his freshman year, Incorminias realized that
having confidence empowers him against all racial comments.
He exemplifies that being seen as diverse doesn’t have to hinder
you.
“If you label me, I’m going to take the label and make it my
own,” Incorminias said.
CONTACT Alison Gips at gipsar@dukes.jmu.edu.

A race denied
By MIKE DOLZER
The Breeze

JMU often discusses its emphasis on diversity, but for one
student, there are only three other students who are the same
race as her.
“I’m very driven in my passions, and being Native American, I
think that drives us a little bit more because I’m constantly being
an activist for my community,” Mahala Gates, a junior justice
studies major, said.
Gates, who’s a part of the Cheroenhaka (Nottoway) tribe and
has tribal lands in South Hampton County, is accustomed to
her Native American status being ignored. When she would take
the standardized tests in elementary school and mark American
Indian as her race, her teachers would say, ‘You don’t look
American-Indian, so you need to mark white.’
“Hearing that every year for every test, it does take a toll on
your identity, and for a while I didn’t feel like I could identify,”
Gates said. “As a kid I had light hair and I have light eyes and I’m
fairly pale, so that’s not the stereotype that people have.”
Although Gates feels that JMU’s diversity statement online

is “broad” and “vague,” she still applauded the school for its
inclusivity efforts.
“They offer a lot of room for you to change things,” Gates said.
“There are really a lot of resources to be who you want to be, and
if there isn’t that resource, JMU is very open to offering that to
you or to allow you to create something cool on campus.”
Gates has taken the opportunity to make an impact. She,
her sister Kaylana, and a few of their friends started the Native
American Student Union in fall 2015 to bring their culture to
campus. Gates sees this organization as an important tool to
spread awareness, which she believes can be lacking in some
students.
“I think if you aren’t diverse yourself in some way or you don’t
recognize diversity, it’s easy to ignore it,” Gates said. “I don’t think
some people actually see the diversity.”
For Gates, getting to share her culture with others is vital.
“As far as I know, there’s only four of us who identify as
being Native and we’d love to see more people connect with
their culture and their roots and who they are,” Gates said.
CONTACT Mike Dolzer at breezearts@gmail.com.
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Junior Mahala Gates only knows of three other students
who also identify as Native American at JMU.
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A new norm
By kate formeller
The Breeze

Imagine walking to East Campus to grab food with your
significant other and friends, just a night like any other. But now
all eyes are on you. The stares deepen and start to linger a little
longer. For most this would be uncomfortable, but for some it
has become the norm.
“I guess we are a little more distinctive looking and we were
over there and there were a few people staring at us,” sophomore
vocal performance major Isabella Valdes said. “It was very weird,
but we are used to it at this point.”
Valdes is gay and Hispanic. Her Hispanic dad and Scottish
mom are divorced, but both are supportive.
“I think it helps that both of my parents are immigrants and
both of them are liberal to begin with and not religious either, so
that really helped a lot,” Valdes said.
They both had similar reactions when Valdes came out to them.
“My dad was fine, I’ve never like said to him, ‘I’m a lesbian,’ but
he is chill and he knows I have a girlfriend,” Valdes said. “I came
out to my mom when I was a sophomore in high school and she
was like, ‘OK cool, I just want you to be happy.”’
They continued to be supportive when she started dating girls.

“I think the first time I had a girlfriend it took [my mom] a
minute to just wrap her head around it because I don’t think that
it was something she had ever thought about before,” Valdes said.
“But she’s been very accepting and fine with it.”
However, ‘gay’ is not her defining quality.
“I guess I would describe myself as an independent and
creative singer,” Valdes said.
She recently sang at the Opera Spotlight. It was her first time
singing solo on the Opera Hall stage; an opportunity not a lot of
sophomores get.
However, this time the stares were welcomed, unlike the
“weird” stares she received at dinner with her girlfriend and
some friends.
“It’s funny when you do notice things that are a little less
progressive or not accepting,” Valdes said. “When you notice it,
that’s when something sticks out because it’s not normal.”
Still, the lingering looks never made her feel different or
unwelcomed.
“I don’t think there is a problem with people accepting
diversity at JMU,” Valdes said. “I think 99.9 percent of my
experiences have been positive in terms of diversity here.”

Courtesy of Isabella Valdes

Although Isabella Valdes came out to her parents as a
sophomore in high school, she still experiences some lessthan-supportive behavior from her fellow students.

Contact Kate Formeller at forme2ka@dukes.jmu.edu.

Two soccer teams worth of siblings
By Julia nelson
The Breeze

Eric Ruane / contributing photographer

Abdulrahman Al-Qas was born into a family of 22
children. His father has had a total of six wives.

Several of his brothers are around the world studying in places like
Turkey, Canada and the United Kingdom, but he’s the only one in his
family in the U.S.
While he said he’s been received with kindness and acceptance for
Not many families take up an entire neighborhood.
But freshman integrated science and technology and political the most part, Al-Qas has noticed that there’s a problem with negative
stereotyping in America.
science double major Abdulrahman Al-Qas,
a student from Yemen, doesn’t have a typical
“Especially as Middle [Easterners], our brand
family. He has 21 siblings, and his father has
now is ‘terror,’” Al-Qas said. “When someone
“It was so beautiful
four wives.
irritates you and you do not defend yourself, you
growing up in a
“Not all the families in the Middle East
will be insulted and if you start defending yourself,
big family.”
are big,” Al-Qas said. “But my family is big.
you will be judged from other perceptions. I think
this is a problem.”
Including me and my brothers, we’re 22 exactly.
Abdulrahman Al-Qas
We make up two soccer teams.”
But he also believes that stereotyping is not a
Freshman integrated science
The family lives in the same neighborhood in
uniquely American problem. Al-Qas has traveled
and technology and political
Yemen, but they take up seven different houses.
throughout the Middle East, Europe and Africa and
science double major.
“It was so beautiful growing up in a big
has experienced similar problems in each place.
family,” Al-Qas said. “Having a lot of people
“It’s not about specific place, it’s about the way
that people are being raised all over the world,”
around you to share experiences and help you
Al-Qas said. “It’s because all communities and all
when you want a counselor, your brothers can
cultures share these negative aspects.”
do that for you for free.”
Al-Qas arrived in the U.S. seven months ago with an education from
an international school where he learned how to speak fluent English. Contact Julia Nelson at nelso3jl@dukes.jmu.edu.

Choosing to stand up instead of stand out
By RObyn smith
The Breeze

For some students, coming to JMU can be a
difficult integration process. For Micah Hodges,
maintaining eye contact is difficult in itself.
With his family two hours away in Glen Allen,
Virginia, Hodges, an African-American student with
Asperger’s syndrome, knew that transitioning to JMU
would be difficult.
“I didn’t have a lot of friends,” Hodges said. “I felt
like I was this black kid who was a misfit in a sense,
like I didn’t know where my place was.”
Diagnosed with Asperger’s when he was 15 years
old, it’s taken Hodges some time to accept that the
social disability is just one of many facets of his
identity. Nowadays, when he tells people he has
Asperger’s, they say they would’ve never known if
he didn’t share.
Due to his disability, Hodges struggles
maintaining eye contact and continuing long, “good”
conversations. Before he was diagnosed, he always
felt “different” from his peers.
“I remember going up to my mom one day
and being like, ‘Mom, why am I so different from
everybody else? I don’t fit in; I don’t feel like I have a
place,’” Hodges said. “From there, I think everything
sparked.”
Now, at a school that’s composed of 4.43 percent

African-American students according to JMU’s
website, Hodges has often felt that he stands out.
“I can still remember my classes from my first year
and I was probably one of the few African-American
kids in the class — in a classroom full of 20 people,
two,” Hodges, a fifth-year music industry major, said.
With “larger classes, it could vary, but you didn’t see
a lot of African-American males in the class.”
According to Hodges, many people with his
condition don’t come to college. But he works hard
every day hoping to set an example for all those who
have disabilities and consider pursuing a higher
education.
In his spring semester of freshman year, he joined
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, a social fraternity. His senior
year, he was a First yeaR Orientation Guide, and
this past semester, he became an orientation peer
adviser.
Through his journey at JMU, he has expanded his
definition of diversity.
“We don’t look at the inside perspective as to
what makes a person different, their experiences,
their stories,” Hodges said. “Even though some
people may look the same on the outside, that
doesn’t mean their experiences are necessarily
going to be the same.”
Contact Robyn Smith at
breezearts@gmail.com.

Abbey Blouch / the breeze

Micah Hodges, a fifth year music industry major, has
Asperger’s syndrome, which makes some social interactions
difficult, like maintaining eye contact while talking.

A breakdown of ethnicities at JMU

Kelsey Harding and Chelsea Crouch / the breeze

| Read more student diversity stories at breezejmu.org/life.
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BASEBALL (7-10)

Dukes welcome Bonnies for weekend series
JMU, the losers of three straight one-run games, will face St. Bonaventure University, which boasts a six-game win streak

Connor woisard / the breeze

Redshirt senior center fielder Chad Carroll on deck against Monmouth University on Tuesday evening. Carroll leads the team in batting average with .446 and also has notched eight extra-base hits.
By Matt Weyrich
The Breeze

This weekend, Veterans Memorial Park will once again play host to a highly contested
weekend baseball series. JMU’s opponent, the St. Bonaventure University Bonnies (9-2),
are winners of six straight and will prove to be a tough matchup for the men in purple.
JMU (7-10) lost a close one at home Tuesday afternoon, falling to Monmouth 11-10 with
the bases loaded in the bottom of the ninth. It was its fourth straight loss after getting swept
by Gardner-Webb University in last weekend’s series.
“We take every game seriously … but we don’t put too much pressure on it. I think we’ll
learn a lot from today and bounce back pretty well,” senior catcher Bobby San Martin said
Tuesday after the game.
The Bonnies are rolling after sweeping both the University of Maine and North Dakota
State University over the weekend to continue their win streak of six games. They are 3-1 in
road contests, and should be one of the better teams JMU has faced thus far.
“The team is right on the cusp,” said redshirt senior infielder and outfielder Chad
Carroll. “We’ve dropped three one-run games this year and are feeling good heading into
this weekend.”
JMU will throw three of its best hurlers at the Bonnies throughout the weekend,
including redshirt senior Aaron Hoover (2-2, 6.04 ERA). Hoover has gotten off on a slow
start to the season, but is expected to be a rock for the starters for the upcoming months.

Meanwhile, St. Bonaventure will be gearing up a few aces of its own, headlined by
sophomore Aaron Phillips (2-0, 0.00). The 6-foot, 195-pound left-hander has yet to allow a
run this season in his three starts.
The four-game series should feature plenty of offense as well, with both teams sporting
a cast of dangerous hitters. The Dukes feature leadoff man and Carroll, who leads the
Colonial Athletic Association with 30 hits on the season. Sophomore right fielder Adam
Sisk and redshirt junior first baseman Brett Johnson top the team with three home runs
apiece.
Chad “is just a great hitter and finds his way on base,” head coach Marlin Ikenberry said.
“His hands and eyes work really well and he hits the ball really hard every time he comes
to the plate.”
Over in the Bonnies dugout, first baseman Tyler Walter is the owner of a .364/.400/.545
slash line as well as a team-leading nine runs batted in. Sophomore shortstop Cole
Peterson is only 9-for-43 (.209) on the season, but four of his hits have gone for extra bases.
St. Bonaventure doesn’t steal bases very aggressively, having accumulated a mere 10
steals (on 16 attempts) through 11 games played. JMU, on the other hand, is 27 for 37 on
the year. It’s led by Carroll, who has swiped 10 bags so far this season.
The Dukes open up the series on Friday at 3 p.m., followed by a double header on Saturday
with games at noon and 3 p.m. at Veterans Memorial Park.
Contact Matt Weyrich at weyricma@dukes.jmu.edu.

CLUB SPORTS

Club softball sets sights on repeating
JMU team looks to keep the ball rolling after an undefeated fall season by repeating as national champions
By Andre Haboush
The Breeze

Coming off an astounding season where it won the National
Club Softball Association World Series last May, the JMU club
softball team continued that success with an undefeated fall
season and is heading into the spring semester opener versus the
College of William & Mary this weekend.
“Win nationals again,” Sarah Winn, a junior media arts and
design major and club treasurer, said of the team’s goal. “That’s
the main thing we have been pushing to all the new girls on the
team as well as the girls that were at nationals last year.”
Currently standing at 9-0 and ranked first in the nation by
the NCSA, the team returned all but one player who graduated,
and added five new freshmen from tryouts, which were held in
February and saw about 30 to 40 players try out. Tryouts are also
held again in the fall.
“We’re looking for overall athletic ability,” Tatum Davis, a senior
kinesiology major and club president, said. “When you look at a
girl that’s playing any position, doesn’t matter if it’s their position
or not, you can kind of tell if she’s athletic. You know that then she
will be a benefit to our team.”
A total of 13 members returned from the World Series-winning
team. Since there were no guaranteed spots for team veterans,
every returning member, except those on the executive board, had
to tryout again in order to retain their place on the team.
Last year’s victories still stick with those members quite vividly.
“Nationals last year was surreal,” Kelly Winans, a senior health
sciences major and club secretary, said. “The year before we did
not make it very far, and last year we only lost one game the entire
tournament and ended up winning … We were all so close to burnt
out at the end, and I think that has only driven us to work harder
at practice and in the gym this year to win again.”
For the team to repeat, it must keep its chemistry in check like
many other club teams. The Dukes improved that aspect this
semester.
“Our fall semester last year, we had horrible team dynamic,”
Davis said. “You could just tell that people weren’t meshing and
the team didn’t like being at practices and things like that, so when
we entered spring semester last year, we really as execs stepped up
our game, because we didn’t want that to be the issue anymore.”
The club did this by creating a fun environment through
activities like hiking and team dinners.
The addition of several new members to the team makes
building and maintaining chemistry a continuous process.
“I would say we do have a lot of seniors, but at the same time we
have a lot of freshmen,” Winn said. “We’re trying to get them used
to our culture as a club softball team. Just getting everybody on
the same page, not everybody is on the same page yet, but we’re
working on that as we’re trying to bond more and get to know
each other more.”
The club is strong financially and usually ends with a surplus
in the budget with cash inflowing from dues, donations and

Courtesy of Club Softball

JMU club softball won the National Club Softball Association championship in May 2015 and went undefeated in the fall semester.

University Recreation funds. Traveling is done with upperclassman
cars, unless staying at a hotel is required, in which the team rents
vans from the university.
With six games on the schedule, split between the College of
William & Mary and Virginia Tech before the regional tournament,
the Dukes hope to add another few victories.
“We normally play [Virginia Tech] in regionals, too,” Davis said.
“They’re always a big rival; not really sure why because, we beat
them every year that I’ve been playing … so we want to make sure
we come out strong and beat them, just so we are in the clear for
regionals.”
William & Mary is struggling with a 1-8 record in the Mid-Atlantic

- South Conference, while Virginia Tech is right behind JMU with
an 8-1 record in the conference. In recent history, Virginia Tech
usually is about equal to JMU in terms of records.
As the season continues, the tight-knit group just hopes to
maintain its level of success.
“I love how driven and passionate we all are about the sport,”
Winans said. “We are all working towards the same goal of being
the best we can be and making it back to nationals this year, so
we all work hard. We are also all really good friends, like our
own crazy family.”
Contact Andre Haboush at habousaw@dukes.jmu.edu.
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CAA | D’Antonio brings years of administrative experience with him
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“It’s really important for us to have a leader who understands that our student-athletes
are students,” Alger said. “We care very deeply about a total experience on and off the field.”
D’Antonio believes the conference’s ability to focus on making each student’s off-field
great people that I’ve known in my life.”
JMU President Jon Alger served as chairman of the search committee, which consisted of experience fantastic sets the CAA apart from other conferences.
“It’s a conference that’s playing in a very highly competitive athletic environment, but it
representatives from every CAA member school. Alger believes D’Antonio fits into the CAA
also has its feet grounded in the fact that the ultimate goal as it relates to what our mission
for a variety of reasons.
is, is to make sure that we’re developing the student-athlete as a full person.” D’Antonio said.
“There was a very strong pool of candidates, but I think Joe stood out for several things,”
While the experiences of the student-athlete are at the forefront of
Alger said. “He had a very strong sense of vision and strategic planning,
D’Antonio’s mind, succeeding at a high-level athletically is a must, especially
he had a very deep knowledge of and involvement with the evolving
in sports like football and basketball, in order to bring in revenue. Bourne
national landscape of intercollegiate athletics and we particularly like his “It’s really important
D’Antonio will be able to make some of the conference’s future goals
combination of campus, conference and national experience.”
for us to have a leader believes
a reality.
Replacing Yeager is no easy task, but D’Antonio brings with him
“I think he’s gonna continue to move our path in the direction of being
who understands that
years of experience from Providence College, the Big East Conference
competitive at the national level,” Bourne said. “We’re all ready; our league is
and various roles in the NCAA including being a member of the NCAA
our student-athletes
ranked ninth this year nationally on the men’s side, which is really strong. Our
Division I Legislative Committee.
goal is to make sure we stay at that level or get better because over time if you
are students.”
D’Antonio credits his days at Providence, where he worked as the
can maintain that level of prominence you’re gonna end up getting more than
Associate Athletic Director for Compliance and Administration, with
one team in the men’s basketball tournament, which we need. We need that to
giving him experiences at the campus level that he has taken with him
Jon Alger
be financially strong as a conference.”
into his roles in conference offices. He had familiarity with Providence
Bourne believes D’Antonio will help the CAA achieve its lofty goals thanks to
JMU President
as he went there for his undergraduate days, while also serving as an ice
his ability to engage the presidents of the various CAA institutions.
hockey manager for three years.
“The conference is at a point right now where we need to have some very
“What I think has been extremely beneficial in my time with the Big
strong presidential leadership there and engagement,” Bourne said. “I think
East is the fact that I spent just under nine years on campus,” D’Antonio
by doing that, you couple that with the athletic directors, the faculty-athletic
said. “Having the ability to deal with coaches and administrators at that
representatives and our senior women’s administrators and we’ll end up with, for lack of
level has proved to be an invaluable experience.”
a better term, a conference that really does things critically well and has a high level of
As CAA commissioner, it’s paramount that D’Antonio’s beliefs fall in line with those of
success.”
high-ranking CAA officials. Bourne believes D’Antonio’s passion for the student-athletes
D’Antonio will begin working with Yeager during April and May in a transitional period and
makes him a great fit for the job.
then he will take over shortly thereafter with Yeager retiring as commissioner at the end of
“I think philosophically when you listen to his strategies and plan for the future, it’s very,
June and then remaining in the CAA as a consultant for the next year to help the transition run
very student-athlete based and drills right down to the area of student-athlete well-being,”
smoothly.
Bourne said.
Alger believes D’Antonio’s strong understanding of the importance of the off-field
experience makes him the right person for the job.
Contact Bennett Conlin at conlinbf@dukes.jmu.edu.
from front

WBb | JMU is the No. 11 seed
from front

for them,” Brooks said. “It’s going to be a very tough challenge.”
The matchup will feature two contrasting styles as DePaul, coached by Doug Bruno, relies
heavily on its offense, while JMU’s calling card is its tight defense. DePaul ranks seventh
nationally in scoring at 81.0 points per game compared to JMU’s stingy defense, which
ranks 21st nationally by limiting opponents to 54.1 points per game. The Dukes have held its
opponents to under 50 points in 13 of their 32 games this season, but the Blue Demons have
yet to score less than 60.
“DePaul is a wonderful team,” Brooks said. “They have one of the best coaches in the
country and he’s going to have them prepared and ready to play against us as we will need
to for their team.”
About a quarter of the JMU’s team is composed of seniors. Gwathmey tries not to think
about this NCAA Tournament as being the last go-around.
“It’s kind of bittersweet that it’s coming to an end,” Gwathmey said. “I don’t like talking
about it.”
Both teams have the conference player of the year in their respective conferences.
Gwathmey earned CAA Player of the Year honors while scoring a team-high 20.7 points per
game to go along with 6.1 rebounds per game. DePaul senior guard Chanise Jenkins earned
the award for her play in the Big East. Jenkins averaged 14.9 points per game, 5.1 assists per
game and 3.4 rebounds per game.
“We’re looking forward to the opportunity as a more experienced group,” Brooks said. [If ]
you look at my seniors, this is their third time around [and] I don’t think the stage will be too
big for them.”
The team continues to remain focused at a time like this. According to senior guard
Ashley Perez, who’s the second-highest scorer on the team at 14.1 points per contest, it’s not
enough to just compete — the Dukes are out to win.
“We’re motivated to do that from the very beginning,” Perez said. “I think that’s our goal.
We’re working hard and I’m getting my body right.”
The winner of Friday’s contest will play on Sunday against the winner of No. 3 Louisville
University (25-7) and No. 14 University of Central Arkansas (28-3).
Contact Robert Williams at willi2rj@dukes.jmu.edu.

When: Friday at noon
Where: Lexington, Kentucky
How to watch: ESPN3
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Help Wanted

Services

Conduct telephone research for a wildlife/natural
resource research firm. No
sales or soliciting. Open 7
days a week, evening hours
except Saturday. Flexible
schedule, choose the days
you want to work. Open
year round, option to
change your schedule during the school year. Call
540-705-7377 or apply in
person at Responsive Management 130 Franklin St.
MOVING POSITIONS AVAILABLE! Taking time off from
school this summer? Work for
Student Services Moving &
Storage Co. $11-$16/ hr.
Travel, tips & bonuses. Valid
drivers license and background checks required! Submit an application through our
website http://www.studentservicesmoving.com/jobs.php
Work
and
Live at
the

It's time for Spring Cleaning!
ProTek Services offers Carpet Cleaning/House Washing/Deck Cleaning/Concrete
Cleaning and more. Spring
Special 20% off any
service!(540)578-0782 or
www.protekservicespro.com
/
Short-term lodging for folks
in town for wedding or other
family events. Fully furnished 3-br apt, w/ towels,
cooking stuff, laundry facilities, etc. Low cost. To book,
see Airbnb.com listings for
H'burg, labeled "For 2 to 6:
roomy, peaceful, views."

BEACH this SUMMER.
Make Money. Make Friends.
Make Memories. Apply online today @ MyTelescopePictures.com/employment Housing and Paid
Internships available!

Wanted
7 apartments to sublet, May 25
through August 5. Call Bob
Wease 540-434-5919.

Place your
classifieds
online at
breezejmu.org

Paradise City
The only strip club in the area
just 35 minutes away...

18 for admission 21+ to drink
Open Thursday, Friday, & Saturday nights
Ladies get in Free on Thursday
BYOB: "Bring your own beer"

www.paradisecitymathias.com 304.897.8200

connor Woisard / The breeze

Former men’s basketball coach Matt Brady amassed a record of 139-127 over eight seasons at JMU.

Bye bye Brady

JMU and Matt Brady mutually part ways
By Kevin Romm
The Breeze

The JMU men’s basketball program
and head coach Matt Brady mutually
decided to part ways Monday, ending
Brady’s tenure at JMU. Over Brady’s eight
years at the helm, he managed a 139-127
overall record at JMU, including 68-74 in
Colonial Athletic Association games.
The announcement came just over a
week after JMU lost in the quarterfinals
of the tournament, making it the seventh
time in eight years Brady failed to lead
the Dukes past the quarterfinals of
the CAA tournament. The only time
JMU surpassed the quarterfinals was
in the 2012-13 season when the team
ultimately won the tournament and
went on to the NCAA Tournament as a
No. 16 seed.
According to JMU’s Director of
Athletics Jeff Bourne in a statement,
it’s a critical time for the program,
especially with fundraising for the new
Convocation Center in full effect. Along
with the lack of postseason success,
Bourne also referred to the decline in
home game attendance as an issue that
needed to be addressed, and an addition
of a new coach could fill seats and bring
a new era of basketball to the program in
the new building.
To some, the announcement may
come as somewhat of a surprise because
the Dukes are coming off a 21-win

season and will have nine returning
seniors. However, the lack of postseason
success and consistency proved to be
too much.
The departure of Brady has already
affected JMU’s recruiting as Jordan
Shepherd, a 6-foot-3-inch guard from
Asheville Christian Academy in North
Carolina, announced Monday that he
has opened up his recruitment.
Another commit, 6-foot-9inch forward Zach Hollywood of
Bourbonnais, Illinois, has already signed
his letter of intent to play at JMU, and
has therefore secured his decision to be
a Duke.
That being said, whoever takes over
at the JMU helm will enter with a roster
filled with nine seniors next year,
leaving sophomore guard Joey McLean,
redshirt freshman guard Matt Risse
and freshman guard Kevin Kangni as
the only non-senior members of the
2017-18 roster. Therefore, recruiting
younger players out of high school with
the ability to play right away will be a
primary key of importance for the future
of JMU basketball, unless it receives
multiple transfer students in the next
year.
The new Convo, graduating seniors and a
lack of recruitment all make this search all the
more important for the future of the program.
Contact Kevin Romm at
rommke@dukes.jmu.edu.
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REDEFINE SOCIAL.
Resort Style Pool • Basketball Courts • Volleyball Courts • Fully Furnished
Study Lounge with free wifi •

24 Hour Clubhouse • 24 Hour Fitness Center

Complementary Tanning • Pet Friendly • Coffee Bar

1191 Devon Lane

www.livetheharrison.com

540-432-1001

